Stage and mRNA expression of survivin in lymph node as prognostic indicators in patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma.
Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is the most common malignant head and neck tumor and is responsible for more than 90% of head and neck cancers and accounts for 4.5% of all malignant tumors in males and 3.5% in females in South Korea. The purpose of this study was to investigate the correlation of suggested clinico-pathological prognostic factors such as gender, age, T score (T number in TNM), clinical stage, proliferation, invasion index, and lymph node metastasis to the survival of SCC patients in Korea. Furthermore, cytokeratin (CK), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), and recently documented apoptosis related protein, survivin, were analyzed by RT-PCR. In 113 patients, survival curves were estimated by the Kaplan-Meier method and nominal or numeric variable influence on survival was studied by Univariate and Multivariate Regression analysis (Cox proportional hazards model). Univariate analysis demonstrated that gender and age factor had no significant effect on survival rate. T score, on the other hand, significantly influenced survival and univariate analysis demonstrated that Stage 4 group had a significantly lower survival rate than the other stage groups but differentiation and invasion index factors had no significant effect on survival rate. Using a 50% cut-off point, patients with lower PCNA scores showed no survival advantages over those with higher PCNA scores but lymph node metastasis was a significant survival predictor in univariate analysis. In addition, lymph node CK and survivin mRNA expression have significant effects on OSCC patient survival rate. This means that prognostic value can be amplified by coincident analysis of T score, pathologically confirmed lymph node metastasis, and lymph node CK or survivin mRNA expression. Multivariate analysis using Cox's proportional hazards model, clinical TNM stage and lymph node survivin mRNA expression were independent OSCC prognostic factors, which support cancer staging based on the TNM as a powerful prognostic variable and lymph node survivin expression might provide predictive information for OSCC patient survival.